OASIS
RESULT: 1FTNW21S43ED31252

USA: EN-US

02-DECEMBER-2016 / 20:58:45 EST / EDCAS041B
Local Time: 2-DECEMBER-2016 /  8:58:48 PM

Additional Information
PAINT COLOR: True Blue
PAINT CODE: L2

VEHICLE INFORMATION

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION: 2003 F-Super Duty

VERSION/SERIES: 250 SERIES

BODY STYLE: Crew Cab

DRIVE TYPE: 4 WHL LH PART TIME DRIVE

ENGINE: 6.8L SOHC EFI NA V10 Gas

AXLE RATIO: 4.30 Ratio

ENGINE CALIBRATION: E4OD(4R100)

AXLE CODE: C3

FLEX FUEL: N

WHEEL SIZE:

TIRE: LT265/75R-16E Owl A-S Tire

NO WARNING MESSAGES FOUND FOR THIS VIN

NO ARN MESSAGES FOUND

GENERAL WARRANTY INFORMATION

WARRANTY START DATE: 11-SEPTEMBER-2003

BUILD DATE: 17-MAY-2003

RELEASE DATE: 02-JUNE-2003

SALE MILEAGE:

OUTSTANDING FIELD SERVICE ACTIONS

NO CAMPAIGN MESSAGE(S) FOUND

EXTENDED COVERAGES

NO ESP INFORMATION AVAILABLE

WARRANTY REPAIR HISTORY

NO RECENT REPAIR HISTORY ON VEHICLE

Click Here for Full Warranty History

| Report a Vehicle Concern | On-line 1878 | SSSC
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